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eating is
about creating
a space, one
that can be
entered —
only then
can one
experience a
meal.
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the abstract
This is a chronicle of a tableware enthusiast who set out to share her ideas
by designing for the everyday eater. The quest began with questioning
what an ideal meal experience is and why it revolves around a static, flat
table. What are the aspects of present-day eating scenarios that could be
improved upon? I considered the conventions of dining, studying traditional
forms, materials and spaces related to this practice, and proposed new
ways of eating. I designed props for establishing a new kind of mealspace,
the objects and events paired together as performances. Each project or
act is documented here as an entity in itself and as a catalyst for the next
experiment. This book could be flipped through like an encyclopedia or
viewed from beginning to end. The work illustrates alternately different
approaches of how eating could be. My investigations revealed no singular
answer but rather a wider understanding of what enjoyment looks like
beyond the table and beyond food itself. Eating is about creating a space,
one that can be entered — only then can one experience a meal.
additional notes on the book’s structure:
The design process occurred by identifying an eating scenario, crafting
an object to make it better and then creating a participatory event.
Following the performance, I would invite a participant to coffee, lunch,
or dinner and talk about the experience. Those conversations have
been adapted as text and are included in a less chronological sense.
My aim is to present an easily consumable text, with a variety of voices
and visual bites. I captured the events in multiple modes: photography,
video and feedback forms. Artifacts of the experience as well as
the objects I designed are featured in each part. Please enjoy.

MEALSPACE
[meel] [speys]
noun
imagining a place beyond the table where one can eat.
the lap, the pillow, the desk, the dashboard, the sidewalk,
one’s own body...

A traditional table from the 1950’s, set in the Emily Post way.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, DECEMBER 2014
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Emily Norton’s House
October 31st, 2014

... at the beginning of the feast, everyone
eats hungrily, without talking, without
paying any attention to what may be
going on about him, and no matter what
his position or rank may be he ignores
everything in order to devote himself to
the great task at hand. But as these needs
are satisfied, the intellect rouses itself,
conversation begins, a new order of behavior
asserts itself, and the man who was no more
than an eater until then becomes a more or
less a pleasant companion…his spirit grows
more perceptive, his imagination flowers,
and clever phrases fly to his lips.
- Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin, The Physiology of Taste

The traces of a meal: a tablecloth drawing
made from the diner’s wine glass. Each cup
had a tiny hole leaving stains behind and
a record of our interactions.
10

A synopsis of eating
Eating has changed from the Emily Post era. Not everyone is able
to access the idyllic mealtimes and mealspaces set aside to enjoy.
People eat beyond the table and all it represents: place settings,
symbols of etiquette and socializing. I still find the semblance of
ceremony and enjoyment that once accompanied a traditional
meal relevant, if not more so than the food itself. I believe the
pleasures of eating, what Brillat-Savarin distinguished as the
‘spirit’ and ‘imagination’ of a person, can be called upon without
the infrastructure of a table.
If dining traits are now largely individual and mobile, how can
the enjoyment rendered by a traditional meal, be reshaped
and roused anew? I’m both challenged and delighted by the
possibilities of a new mealspace, one in which in eating in between
street, home, market and work can be at once a bespoke and a
laissez-faire activity; food as experience, not simply a task. How

Who is Emily Post?
She was an early 20th
century writer and manners
expert. She’s widely known
as the author of Etiquette,
The Blue Book of Social
Usage.
The phrase “according to
Emily Post” soon entered
our language as the final
word on the subject of social
conduct. Mrs. Post, who as a
girl had been told that wellbred women cannot work,
was suddenly a celebrity and
an outstanding American
career woman, a position
she maintained throughout
her lifetime. Her numerous
books, a syndicated
newspaper column, and
a regular network radio
program made Emily Post a
figure of national stature and
importance.
- The Emily Post Institute

lovely would it be to borrow the associations from avant-garde
restaurants and layer them into lunch on foot? And vice-versa, to
bring the convenience of street food into a fanciful meal? What
are the advantages and problems that emerge? I predict some
bizarre experiences, but in the end I may discover a better way of
eating. Or perhaps I’ll rediscover the table.

left: In 1951 a New Zealand
newspaper published an
article on the proper way to
eat. They turned to Emily
Post and she provided two
good and two not so good
examples.

TE ARA - THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NEW ZEALAND
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PART ONE
recording a meal

The Analog Dinner. October 5th, 2014
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How to measure the senses
I wanted to find out how people would eat if I could erase as many
expectations as I could from conventional dining. I served a dinner,
family style, without eating utensils or tableware. To record the diners’
behavior, I made the tabletop of clay so that I could cast the physical
impressions they made. The table was set for twelve people, and the
menu was created with Chef Pierre St. Germain at Rhode Island School
of Design. It was part one: The Analog Dinner.
I set up a Go-Pro to capture a wide-angle of the room and took a series
of time lapse photos at five-second intervals. The photographer also
took some long exposures in order to track the movements of the
diners’ hands — I asked them to wear light rings. My aim was to create
a chronocyclegraph like the Gilbreths did in the 1910s with their time
and motion studies. The result was less successful than I anticipated,
however the feedback on the questionnaires turned out to be fruitful.

MOTION EFFICIENCY STUDY, C. 1914. NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AMERICAN HISTORY, BEHRING CENTER,
DIVISION OF WORK AND INDUSTRY COLLECTION
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300
POUNDS
OF
CLAY
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to eat ...
analogue - (n.) food products used as
alternatives, culinary replacements.
Food parodies became the concept for the menu:
imitations of ‘usual’ dishes.
I
Carpaccio of watermelon radish,
imitation crab
II
Caprese salad of tomato chips,
basil crisps, mozzarella
III
Cauliflower steaks, meat gravy, arancini
IV
Green dessert: a pudding of chia,
kale, cucumber, coconut milk on meringue cakes
V
Iced tea lemon squares to “drink”
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plenty of elbow room
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Strangers
What was gleaned from the participants in the Analog Dinner had
almost nothing to do with the clay impressions. At least five people
mentioned that the most interesting part of the experience was
the strangers they ate next to. Upon learning this, I immediately
recalled a conversation with a past teacher in which he stated that
he wished the table could rotate so he get out of awkward or boring
conversations with the same old people.
This led me to the idea of mingling cocktail tables. Simply putting
strangers together in a room does not guarantee a good time. There’s
a chance of friction, and at worst another boring companion, but
at least with mobility perhaps the energy in the room would be in
constant circulation. The chance for people to escape or encounter
one another increases based on eating and drinking infrastructures
which are no longer static.
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PART TWO
make furniture move
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Social Hydrology
There are areas in a stream where pebbles gather, where they naturally
cling to a nook and accumulate. As they gather, so does moss, algae
and eventually bacteria. This change is apparent at the surface of the
water; as time passes, the area never gets refreshed and thus gradually
becomes oily and murky, with signs of decay beginning to appear.
I see this as a metaphor for the social dynamics in settings where people
are meant to flow about a room, to mingle and mix. People don’t always
do this. They tend to aggregate and fall into customary patterns, usually
safe and sound with familiar spaces and familiar people. I ask, what is
the purpose of a social function? To meet other people, to make contact
with someone different than yourself and your group. The purpose of
these scenarios is to extend your group and, in essence, extend yourself.
If people stagnate in comfortable nooks, with the comforts of the same
social acquaintances, the surrounding space becomes murky and
opportunities are missed. The whole reason for being at the gathering
dissolves, and all that is left are slimy pebbles..
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Mid-Thesis Cocktail Reception. November 23rd, 2014
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As cute as a puppy
The mealspace I designed with the tables was meant to encourage
interactions amongst strangers. I staged an informal tasting of food and
wine to be paired with the moving objects. Their performance was far
from perfect, and yet I’m happy with the results. I equipped six tables
with sensors to detect engagement and move when they were “bored.”
There were three types of sensors corresponding to color:
topaz - audio
cajun shrimp - proximity
pursuit of happiness - light
They were a lot like pets, and the two topaz tables never moved because
it was never quiet in the room. Regardless, they were cute enough to
fulfill their purpose. The footage showed how people responded when
the table buzzed around; they parted their circle, and the table was
welcomed like a puppy.
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Conversation Props
Pet tables pick up on moments of stagnation and revive the situation.
They will be novel, and people will either be delighted or frustrated by
the very newness and unexpected quality of an un-static table.
The purpose of the table is to suggest a solution to a specific social
blunder - lack of engagement or interest or motivation in conversing.
The pet table’s role is to make the “blunder” noticeable, not blatant
but perceivable. When the people around are not engaged, the table
will inch away. Maybe the person’s drink will move away from them,
and maybe the person won’t notice, at least not at first. It will be
a topic of conversation because it is new. And then people might
follow the table. It’s a prop, and in situations like these props include:
cocktails, purses, hands, pockets, tables. My guess is that if the prop
moves, the people will too.
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Afternoon coffee with Frank Mullin, a true man
about town. We discussed the nature of breaking
bread and meeting new people.

THE SHOP ON WICKENDEN STREET
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May 3rd, 2015.
When people eat they are more
relaxed... with food there’s a different
context and a different starting point.

L: What is the style of the
times eating-wise, what
does it look like today?
F: What’s interesting is back in the
day, the family ate together, there
was home cooking and everyone
reconnected at the dinner table.
It was a familiar, insular thing. It’s
more holiday based now instead of
day in and day out. What it reminds
me of is that tenement museum
in New York. Have you been?
L: No.
F: Basically it’s a turn of the century
apartment. It’s a life size diorama
acknowledging and celebrating
tenement living in New York City,
which made New York New York.
And with the influx of Italians, Irish,
Greeks, etc., everyone lived in these
situations, big families living in
tenements. But that was the crux of
it, the meal. The meal got everybody
grounded, rooted and conversing.

L: I hadn’t thought about it that
way in a while: the commemorative meal, the funeral function...
F: The supportive wake, the Irish
wake, get everybody together. It’s
more whiskey based with the Irish.
L: The whole premise of my cocktail
table was to make meeting strangers
easier. People who wouldn’t normally
mingle together. What about meeting
someone new, like in a bar, which
kind of gets loosey-goosey when food
isn’t there to soak up the booze.
F: Some bars are more conducive than
others. A wine bar vs. a sports bar.
People drink pitchers at a sports bar,
or a nice glass of wine at a tapas bar.
L: Do you think the way the food
or drinks are served sets up the
scene for meeting strangers?
F: I wonder, I guess some are more
favorable than others as far as
meeting people. I mean I don’t go
to sports bars, but I imagine during
a big game, there’s camaraderie
with whomever is nearby.

L: Under one roof, in one space.

L: There’s been a shift in the places
that we meet, they don’t have
tables either. I think it frees up
people, it’s a good and bad thing.

F: You realize that’s what was
important about getting people
through tough times. If you had an
announcement or celebration, that
was the time to do it. Or if bad things
were happening, that’s how people
would support each other, around a
meal, a table. And that doesn’t exist
as much. Now it’s social media, dear
Facebook friends, I have a problem.
Nana used to be that around a meal.

F: There’s been events I’ve gone
to that have standing tables. More
often than not, people are there for a
common reason. The standing tables
are kind of informal. It’s different
when you have to sit down next to
somebody you don’t know, then you
kind of have to talk them or try to
generate conversation. But with the
standing table you can just walk up
and say, is anyone here? You don’t
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have to talk to them, or you could say,
“how bout this bisque?” You know
what I mean. There’s always a start-up
line. People expect to meet people at
fundraisers and wedding receptions.
L: You talked about weddings. Are
there other successful scenarios,
potential meeting zones?
F: Yesterday they had the Eat,
Drink, Rhode Island at the Biltmore
Hotel. All the Rhode Island vendors,
vineyards, restaurants, caterers
came together. It was a big event
for people to meet people.
L: Food is an attention grabber?
F: To add a restaurant, or to be
catered by a certain chef, people
are more likely to come out.
L: I’m wondering if tables may be
completely irrelevant in these kind of
festival situations. Can you say why?
F: Think about the Mad Men era. After
the strict rule-driven 50s comes modernization, new kitchens, new washing
machines, that whole post-WWII thing.
Then segue into the 60s, more sophistication, more cosmopolitan and it
turns into cocktail culture. Socializing
goes from meal-based to drink-based.
And the idea of the rolling bar table:
everybody’s in the living room, instead
of everyone having to get up and
fix their own drink, the host will fix
the martinis and bring them around
on a rolling table. The whole thing
with the wheels, the cool chrome.
There’s your first iteration of rolling
tables, mobile tables for martinis.
L: Some of the form inspiration
came from rolling bars.
F: You’re reminding me of the 30’s, the

cigarette girls, that wore the table.
L: Ballpark guys are the modern day
version, but not as cute. I thought
you’d be the perfect one to talk to
about social gatherings and events.
Since you’re involved with putting
on the Rhode Island Oyster Festival,
a brand new thing, I’m curious how
that’s going? You’re doing the cocktail
party on a much grander scale.
Getting people to attend, eat, drink, be
merry, but in a big open space. I don’t
imagine you’re having sit-down tables.
F: I was thinking more standing tables
and room to roam. But I’m realizing
people will have plates. We’re getting
thin wooden plates, compostable,
instead of a white paper plates. It
looks like balsa wood, but you’ve
got to put it down on something.
There are those plates with a place
for your wine glass. I love them,
you can do it all with one hand.
L: Does it work fairly well, still
being a plate you have to carry?
F: There’s a certain level of
coordination that you have to be
dealing with. There’s some people that
are goofy and talking with their hands,
dropping things and spilling things.
You have to be on it. But that’s if there
are no tables around and you want
to eat and drink at the same time.
L: And talk.
F: That’s the key... Right now we’re
signing up as many oyster growers
that can possibly be there.
L: M.F.K.Fisher has a book called,
Consider the Oyster. She’s an old
school food blogger, I think it sounds
much better through her era and

voice. I’ve read her book, The Art
of Eating. She writes about eating
alone and eating with people.
F: Those are two different approaches.
Did you ever see that story, maybe
in China? When people eat alone,
they put this stuffed animal,
full-sized, across the table from
them in certain restaurants so they
don’t have to feel alone. People
thought it was a joke, a meme for
a while, but it actually happened.
L: A fluffy presence. There’s a
restaurant in the Netherlands for
the solo diner, where you can only
eat by yourself. It’s not a bar, you’re
sat at a small, curated table for
one. It would be nice if cell phones
weren’t allowed. You could kind
of meditate with your food.
F: Sounds like Kitchen, have you
been? The booths could easily be
for one, its like a little phone booth.
L: I think it’s a really interesting
concept. The event for one.

Eenmaal. “one meal” or “one time.”
Amsterdam restaurant that caters only to parties of one.

EENMAAL.COM, MAY 2015
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Amuse-bouche
The French concept of an amuse-bouche is to
stimulate the appetite, arouse the senses. I did
a few side experiments along the way. I serve
them to you now as small bites. These studies
looked at self-social eating: interactive ways to
eat alone.

A fondle
bronze-ware for desk eating, provides touch sensation when others aren’t present.
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#lunch

McDonald’s crispy chicken sandwich with personal tableware.
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A glass half full
Five weeks + miles from home = clarity. I was able to observe the
Japanese way of doing things and experience the patterns that shape

PART THREE
Quick stop in Japan

the culture. There is a way of doing almost everything, and even the
insignificant in-between moments are given consideration, such as
the act of removing your shoes before entering a home. Little by little,
these actions generate a meaning that’s palpable. Coming back to
the States, it was much easier to see the patterns that form American
culture. It was also easier to see the loose ends, the non-way of
things, and likewise newer behaviors that aren’t yet fully formed into
rituals. I am choosing to look at these in a glass-half-full kind of way.
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The Bento Swap
My wintersession studio in Japan—
Meditation and Clay—gave me the
opportunity to add cross-cultural
culinary observation to my research.
Here is a page from my field notes . . .
A mismatched gang of students caked
in clay, we stand out in the sea of
yellow jackets worn by the Okamura
Printing Co. employees. The cafeteria
ceilings are low with fluorescent
lighting, and the sounds of Japanese
PBS fill the air. There are sixteen of us
around the table, and our daily ritual—
the bento swap—is about to begin. A
hungry bunch, we offer up unwanted
foods and eagerly grab what we like.
Some eat meat. Some only eat fish.
Some say they are vegetarian but wind
up taking a bite of everything. Some
eat only cooked foods. Some eat only
fresh foods, nothing fried. Then there
are preferences for vegetables, for
pickles, for sweets, for tofu, for rice.
Things don’t touch in a bento box,
which makes for a happy picky eater.
Each box is about twelve inches
wide, five inches across, and two
inches deep and sits on a tray holding
wooden chopsticks, a toothpick,
a tea cup, a portion of rice, and a
bowl of miso soup. Inside the box
are six compartments. Today the
five small ones hold grated burdock
root, carrot, potato-gummy pickles,

and tofu shavings; macaroni salad;
bean sprout pickles; daikon pickles;
and a half moon fish cake. In the big
square: shrimp and corn croquette,
a potato and green onion dumpling,
a piece of very pungent fish, and
panko-dusted mystery meat.
There’s something about uncovering
the box, beholding the big reveal and
relishing the lunch lady’s handicraft
that is like eating a visual appetizer.
The inner space is sacred and treated
as such, and the physical barrier
provides for a mental transition. Inside
the compartments foil cups and plastic
grass provide further separation.
Individual portions of sauces, wasabi,
and ginger are carefully placed. Even
the food itself acts as self-packaging
in the form of tofu skin or egg.
Now for the swap. Warnings to the
fish-only people are called out and
the volunteer meat eaters say, “I’ll eat
your croquette if you don’t want it.”
Then there are the less predictable
things, like the vegetables. The
slimy okra is offered up in excessive
amounts. People pass their bentos
across the table, scooting out the
parts they want or don’t want. It’s
more polite than it sounds—no one
wants to be the human equivalent
of a garbage disposal. The most
important part of the whole process?
Save the best bite for last.
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PART FOUR
wearable ‘tableware’

{sewn pouches destined for greater things}
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Ceramic Pouches, Pockets and Purses
One thread I’ve been unraveling is the mealspace on the body. A flat
plate design for the table does not work at a convenience stand or
food truck, where one has no choice but to hold on the whole time. In
the current landscape of eating, people are much more transient and
upright. What, where and how one navigates mealtimes and spaces is
open-ended and transcends the boundaries of traditional modes. Is
there an Emily Post today, setting an example? It’s been attempted,
mostly for function, by the fast food industry, but I want to imagine
other possibilities beyond the throw-away material such meals
usually inhabit. I’d like to envision how one would like to eat in the
absence of a table, with mobile meals cradled in porcelain that bears
both the shape of convenience and the freedom of takeaway food.

lted breakfast sandies with #pleinware
@rockettruck farmers market @diana_wagner
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In keeping with the low
expectations of paper
and plastic, the form
language was inspired by
casual vessels: pouches,
pockets and canteens.
They are humorous in
a way that makes them
approachable.
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Pleinware: for plein air eating

GRIN is a contemporary art gallery located at
The Plant in the historic Olneyville District of
Providence, Rhode Island. Directed by Corey
Oberlander and Lindsey Stapleton, GRIN
was founded in 2013 as a space for artists to
develop and exhibit their work, with a steady
curatorial hand.
grinprovidence.com

The non-table ware became known as Pleinware: ceramic vessels for
plein air eating. There was a lot of discussion about where I intended
pleinware to be used. The list of speculative scenarios included:
1.

Theater - play or film

2. Gallery Opening / Product Launch (art or commercial)
3. Receptions / Celebrations - wedding, networking, cocktail parties

below: GIBBERISH: SAPIENT FOOL’S GOLD by
artist JEANNIE LYNN HULEN. For many years
my studio work relied on my conviction that
art can and must be explained and articulated
through words, both written and spoken, and
that definitions and explanations could be
clearly stated for everything meaningful. After
becoming a parent, I realized that some things
can only be understood visually, or experienced
physically. Wanting to tap into this transformational personal realization, I have begun a
transitional series of installations titled “The
Gibberish Series,” in which I am trying to
exemplify this idea of material voice, particularly clay...
jeaniehulen.com

4. Farmer’s markets / Food Truck / Festivals
5. Dates (could dating be more successful if mobile?)
6. Golf Course / Sporting Events
7.

Parks / Botanical Gardens / Zoo / Museum

8. Walking Tours
9. Commuter - between cafe and work; incremental eating

GRIN GALLERY, APRIL 2015
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A Speculative Brunch
I decided on an art gallery as a venue for the event. It was an appropriate
place for an odd experience and I was able to reach a large audience
outside of RISD.
A brunch to propose how eating could be, featuring pleinware - ceramic
vessels for eating en plein air. This is an event to hybridize the pleasure of
viewing art and the pleasure of eating within the space of GRIN Gallery.
Pleinware are a response to individual and mobile eating - they are
meant to be functional up to a point. Like cousins of tableware and eating
utensils, the ceramic pieces promote eating as a mobile experience
using the body as the mealspace, freeing the user from the table. The
form language was gathered from flexible vessels, pouches and pockets,
in hopes of inserting the properties afforded by wearable things into
ceramic material. In mobile eating scenarios the user can move freely
with pleinware, while also calling upon the experience of a plated course
in a ceramic dish. The design questions material and form choices in
tableware, asking the user to participate in a new mealspace between
temporary and permanent. Pleinware - a bow to street food and a nod to
fine dining.
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Indian food shared with Tim Maly. He’s
Canadian, doesn’t like shellfish and writes
about design. We talked about expectations,
the phases of a meal and what mobile eating
looks like.
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T: Can you define what mobile
eating means to you?
L: Getting a meal one place, maybe
having some on the way and finishing
it in another location. A food truck,
café, a coffee and pastry. Either
eating on the commute or when
you get to your destination.
T: Cafés rely on people to come get
food and leave to make money.
L: Eateries are set up for this, buying
in one place and taking it to another.
I’m interested in what you think of
to-go eating? What does it look like?
T: My very first thought is fast food or
wraps. On a bench in a city with the
food kind of spilling out and trying to
operate a big piece of paper. Which
is what happened at lunch today. I
wanted to eat by the water so I went
to Jolly Roger Café because I thought
it would be easier, because they sell
sandwiches. But the way they pack
the ingredients in the sandwich,
there’s a feeling of abundance, but the
actual practicalities of eating it are
terrible. The other version that I don’t
think of as a meal is junk food. Snacks
to tide me over. I end up eating more
than I should. I’m at the train station
and it’s 7:10 and it will be 8:45 or 9
before I get home so I have chips.
L: Secondary eating (so
Michael Pollan says).
T: That’s what’s available at 7pm
at the train station. Chips and
cookies… to what extent are our
current troubles a consequence of
the American willingness to tolerate
poor experiences for cheapness? I
feel like a lot of the food that we eat is
packaged for the convenience of the

packagers rather than the eaters.
L: True. There’s been attempts,
it’s fairly new; packaged foods and
there’s room for improvement. How
we approach food has a lot to do with
how it’s physically given to us. You
could have cheap food presented
well and have a good time. And
vice versa. Foie gras out of a deli
container would be an extreme.
L: I’ve been asked if I’m trying to
make a commercial product. I frame
it as an experiment. Then I’ve been
told it’s absurd. Some artists want the
idea to be more absurd and to push
that boundary. That would be fine
and good, if it was intended to be an
art piece, however it’s functional too.
It’s in between those two zones, art
and function. Not to say eating at a
fine restaurant is absurd but we value
that unpractical, performative part of
eating. The other end of the spectrum
is paper and plastic— so functional
it’s boring. My attempt is in between.
I think what’s hard for people to grasp
is where it should live. I can speculate
or imagine where it might work.
Which is the reason for the events.
T: Can we talk about this for a
while, what you’re calling functional
eating and what it’s affiliated
with. When you’ve talked about
the to-go food available in Japan
(nice convenient packaging), here
mobile food is associated with
uncared for, badly wrapped items.
So I wonder if your problem is with
functional eating or trashy eating?
L: Is your question am I trying to make
eating more classy in a way? If so, yes,
I am. The way things are packaged,
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paper, plastic, it doesn’t have the
same feeling as ceramic. Paper and
plastic mean no time to sit down.
T: There’s a time element there.
L: Yes, there’s definitely a time
element and also expectations. The
three ways to construct an experience
of a meal, is anticipation, experience
and memory, Paul Rozin’s notion
(a psychologist well known for his
studies of behavior and food). He talks
about this on MAD food symposium
to a room full of chefs. Rozin says
it doesn’t matter about the food as
much as they think and that’s hard to
tell chefs. Basically he’s trying to get
them to think from the perspective
of the person sitting, eating in their
restaurant. How expectations form
before the diner tastes anything.
How this ties into my projects, I’m
not trying to make eating on the go
a restaurant experience, that would
make the expectations too high and I
could never meet them. I just want to
upgrade eating on the go a little bit.
T: Talk a bit about the role that
expectations play. In one version
the expectations elevate the food
experience, another version is the
expectations can conceivably make
a promise that the food experience
cannot keep. Can you talk about that?
L: Eating on the go is a behavior
that already exists and it operates
in this casual way. I can’t place
upon it something that belongs in
a fine dining room. The parameters
that would work in a formal setting
wouldn’t work in fast food. That
said, I’m also not accepting the
current eating on-the-go routine.

T: Why are you so reluctant
to say change behavior?
L: Yes, I’m trying to change behavior,
but I want to do it subversively.
Through encouragement. If the
convenient option could also be
the luxury choice. If the short time
I spend eating also allows me an
ounce of the experience of dining in
a restaurant, the mental restorative
part, then there’s reason for it.
T: You want to play with expectations
but there’s an upper limit to how
much you can play with them.
L: Yes, I’m creating something new
for something that already exists.
The behavior is happening and I’m
proposing a better way to go about
it by using the objects, the props, as
an entry point. If eating on the go got
too fancy, it’d be unapproachable. I
want it to reference the good part of
dining, the specialness but also be
accessible on a daily basis. To me
eating is the bedrock for culture, it’s
where you find yourself and identify
with others. It’s a sense of being
human. That’s why this is important. I
think eating on the go is just fine, but
I question why it’s treated the way
it’s treated. My hunch is that it hasn’t
been greatly considered beyond the
scope of Starbucks and McDonald’s.
T: Go back to calling these props.
L: I call them props because this
is a new way of doing something,
it’s a means to the behavior, it’s a
proposal. It’s asking you to step into
a different world through an object.
I think by using the phrase prop and
the theater analogy, it allows me to
try ideas out in real time without

asking too much of people. In my
mind the object (or prop) is just half
of the design. It’s what people see,
initially, but it’s only to get to the
event. I’m really interested in creating
these experiences that exist on the
cusp of design and art. In a pseudo
make-believe scenario where people
can test a product more rapidly.
And I think designing a prop with an
experience, gets more participation.
T: Can you talk about why
you’re testing has generally
been in group settings?
L: That’s a good question. I think it
started out as a social interaction
project. I wanted to get a snapshot
of what current eating habits look
like, in the back of my mind knowing
the answer already. I eat individually,
my friends eat individually and on
the go all the time, but being trained
as a designer, we go outside our
networks to gather information.
The group setting is easier to get
feedback from multiple people. I
could be about individual eating
but maybe it’s more about trying to
connect as an individual, if the table
is gone you can still be together
and have your own eating infrastructure. The events haven’t been
about individuals necessarily, but
they could be used in that way, a
singular way. Plus, I think I wanted
to get away from designing for just
feeding, eating as fueling up. Which I
think we tend to do more individually.
That may have been a more
commercial design, more soylent.
T: I think that changing individuals
behavior is much harder than if you
can get the leverage of changing

group habits. Habits are formed and
then are hard to move without some
external pressure. For someone
to decide they want to buy your
product they have to somehow
become aware it’s a thing that they
would want. There exists a problem
they don’t realize they have. In the
context that you’re using props and
events, you’ve been using them as an
excuse for testing but you’ve chosen
contexts where new experiences are
expected. In your testing scenarios
you’ve already exploited the kind of
situations where your design could
exist as a product. “We went to a
cocktail party and there were these
crazy tables,” etc. Your own testing
as one suite of scenarios where it
might get introduced into people’s
lives and also a scenario where
there’s some amount of demand for
novelty and excitement. Those are
scenarios where people know they
are looking for experiences, this is
maybe a tension in your work you
want to explore. You are also, intellectually interested in individual, private
experiences. The impression I get
from you, you’re explicitly interested
in someone sitting alone eating.
You have been guided by the necessity
of trying to test things. They are both
interesting but very different. You’re
writing in Japan was all about solitary
eating with one exception, the bento
box. Everything else was you eating
alone in public or private settings. It’s
not a thing you need to resolve. We
exist in tension, I think that’s okay.
L: Creating the event with people is
something that is recognizable. If
I’m doing these weird speculative
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scenarios that are hard to place,
I think the event for one person is
harder to grasp. But I think you’re
right, that’s where my thinking
starts, with the individual. In a sense
you are alone in these scenarios,
having your own experience with the
objects. Other people are there too.
It’s happening without me needing
to make it specific to one person.
The objects I’ve designed are for
individuals but allow them come back
together, they connect the dots.
T: When you talk about the individual
eating, when you talk about wanting
to create situations where the
luxury and the convenience are
the same thing, you are talking
about at least a ritual for the self,
which is kind of a performance.
L: True. The prop can turn into ritual.
Well ideally it would. I don’t know
if it’s an absolute, everyday object,
but every time it’s used it marks an
occasion. Like you would break out
a summer koozie to keep your drink
cold, it marks that time and space.
I’m attempting to make more of an
occasion out of a short meal. Lunch,
for instance. If I decide not to eat
at my desk and I want to go pick up
something, like a falafel. It could be
a task, eating for function but I’m
deciding to extend it, I have a little
extra time. There’s not much that
exists for that mode of eating. It’s
all clamshells and paper wrappers.
T: The clamshell is the enemy.
L: Or the dining plate. That’s wrong
too. That’s not functional in the falafel
scenario. And I tried that. I took my
personal tableware to McDonald’s

and set the table: silverware and
fabric napkins. I had a crispy chicken
sandwich with french fries on a
ceramic plate and iced tea out of
glassware. It was fun. The food
tasted great. I took the time and
care to cut the sandwich in half,
eat the french fries at a reasonable
pace. But it took effort to set up and
that’s a lot to ask. It’s not practical
and takes the ease out of to-go
eating. My intention is to design
something that falls in between.
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L: Most people picked either a
beverage or an eating vessel.

L: The guys seemed to enjoy
wearing them. There was some
posing. A woman bought one to
feed her geese. That was extreme.
That would not be the average.

T: How many did you make?

T: How do you wash them?

L: I made about forty, about
twenty of the pouches and
twenty of the drinking ones.

L: Soap and water, the same as any
other dish. Cleaning the vessels
has been brought up a few times.

T: I had no idea you made that
many. What we’re the initial
responses from people?

T: I think it’s because people are
imagining using this product,
more than once. There’s a lesson
there for you, how people perceive
things. What are the stumbling
blocks of how people understand
or come to use a product. You’ve
gotten people to the point that
they’re imagining it in their lives.

(looking at photos of the brunch)

L: It seemed much less weird for
people than I thought it would be.
There was a little bit of fumbling
putting the pouch on to your belt.
Once it was on, there was no question.
I didn’t need to give instruction. For
feedback I made napkins and I asked
people to write on them. I also set up
a photo booth of sorts, a taped out
square in the gallery. That was a good
way to engage with people because I
didn’t know most of the guests, they
were invited by the gallery. There was
nothing too critical in the feedback.
Except, try it in different materials.
That was one person. Two people
said that pleinware would be good at
outdoor weddings. Another person
wished they had it for working in their
studio but not necessarily for food.
L: I had wondered if the designs
were feminine. It’s hard to tell
whether your objects will come
out gendered. I wondered about
the aesthetic choices I made.
T: Nothing about your design has
come across feminine to me. Because
you chose white to cream, it seems
clear, plain. True to the material.

L: At the brunch, something I was
concerned about was taking away
the held-on-to-cup. I’m providing
a social prop but also taking away
the necessity of holding something;
a social security blanket.
T: A security cup.
L: I was wearing the pouch but
still holding a cup. I don’t know
what to do with my hands.
T: Cups play a bunch of useful roles.
They give you something to do with
your hands, or with your eyes. It’s
normal to look down at your cup in
a way it’s not normal to look at a
watch or phone. And then you have
the emptiness. I have a strategy I’ve
used at many dinner parties, where
I only half fill a glass or keep an
almost empty glass. Conversations
need to end and in a way everyone
can save face why we’re ending it.
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PART FIVE
soft eating-scapes
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Eating: blissfully or bliss-lessly unaware?
What if objects for eating were designed with more allowances in
mind? If you were “allowed” to eat in bed with specifically designed
eating-in-bed wares, how would this change things? It could be good,

SOFT EATING

or it could ruin the specialness of eating softly. Expectations could
change and be left unmet. The hacked up versions of what I call
soft-eating, a bowl or coffee mug snugged into a blanket or wedged

verb

between pillows, might just be the perfect design. Unexpected. The

A buoyant, multi-dimensional, textured way of eating.
Varies in pose from sitting, standing, reclining, etc.

soft-eating ware might be confused with tableware, bringing the
associations (namely, rules) with it. Even worse, soft-wares could end
up like the bean bag lapboard — overdone and underused.
If the design anticipates the function of soft-eating while leaving
room for customization, each experience could be improved without
pushing expectations out of reach. The mechanics or aesthetics
could be set at a low level, leaving the rest up to the user. Indulging
a habit of eating cereal in bed while keeping it feeling tidy is how
soft-eating should be.
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Furoshiki and Origami
I started by looking at origami folding patterns and geometric tilings. My
aim was to find a pattern that would lay over a multitude of surfaces. I
imagined using a flexible plate in a lap or over grass, sand or bedding.
Eventually I landed on a pattern inspired by the base fold of an origami
bird. I knew I wanted the pattern to exist in ceramic, the same material
as tableware. The next phase was figuring out how to attach the tiles
and how they might join to function as a flexible form. I turned to fabric
and the art of Japanese wrapping cloth, furoshiki. The final version is
a balance of practical needs and aesthetic considerations. I call it the
planket, as it is a hybrid of a plate and blanket. It’s meant to be used
when still but can be wrapped and folded for momentary moving. There
are many ways to configure it that all depend on the eater’s preference
and the type of surface it rests upon, with sides that can fold up or lay
flat.
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lted Breakfast on the #planket prototype
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How does the planket work?
Various ways. It could go into the crevice of the your legs
or on grass, sand, a pillow. It was designed with a lap
in mind but could be used on any soft surface. The tile
pattern is inside a fabric space. A few people said they
would feel less secure with this floppy plate because it
has no edge, so I added a lip to the perimeter tiles.
Is it a lunch bag or a plate?
I want it to function as a flexible plate but also be used if
you starting eating in one place and then moved locations.
It’s not quite Tupperware but it allows you to be mobile
and have the same ceramic material feel. The function of
the fabric around it is to enclose the food and wrap it up.
What kind of food am I eating?
Something you would either make at home
or buy in a cafe, probably a sandwich.
How do you clean it?
Soap and water. The fabric is waxed and water resistant.
Is it for individual eating?
Yes. This is something that could be added on
to if more people were involved. You could have
a planket for one or a communal meal.
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A evening with ...
Diana Wagner, who is a functional apparel
designer at Harvard Wyss Institute, aka a
material specialist. She likes Portuguese
cheese and took this picture.
and
Whitney Bosel, who is a graduate student
in RISD’s Master of Architecture program.
She brought the wine to fuel the following
conversation.
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MATERIALITY,
EATING ALONE
AND PLEINWARE.
W: What went different from
how you expected at the
brunch with pleinware?
L: I thought people would be more
scared, the objects would be too
precious to wear. I’ve gotten critiques
that, “oh I’d be afraid to break
the ceramic.” Mostly people were
receptive and ready to use them. I
think with quantity, having more than
one, people were less worried about
breaking it and more comfortable
than if they’d only seen one. Only
one would have made it more of
an art object. Having the numbers
made it more of a commodity.
D: —but we’re cautious with devices
constantly. There’s no reason that
we would be concerned. We carry
around cell phones. We’re as cautious
with this (holding an iPhone) as you
are with anything. This is a fragile
device; it is glass, not plastic.
W: That’s unusual. That’s something
new, that we carry around
something fragile so regularly.
D: Yeah but think of jewelry. We
wear gold and it’s a very soft metal.
My point is that you’re carrying
something that’s fragile. There’s no
difference in carrying around a glass
phone as there is carrying a ceramic
vessel to consume your food. They’re
both things you know you can’t abuse.
There is some level of care that has
to be taken with these objects.
L: I was trying to defend that in a
critique. I was vulnerable to that

aspect, because it kept being brought
up, what about other materials?
The only things we have ever seen
for mobile eating are hiker-friendly,
canteen-like, that are very durable,
you can throw on the ground and it
wouldn’t break. A Nalgene, a camel
back, cloth like, indestructible.
W: What if it was leather?
L: That’s a thought, does it have
to be ceramic? Should it be
more fabric-like or plastic?
D: Historically leather or other
animal-based materials were
used as portable vessels because
of their function. Plastic mimics
what ceramic and glass already
do well. It was advertised to do
it better, it’s not better. It’s a
substitute. It’s functionally never
surpassed glass or ceramic.
L: Do you think by simply dropping
ceramic in as a to-go material, in a
wearable form, is that too simple?
Pleinware. Why would I make
something wearable in ceramic?
D: It’s the recognizable material we
dine with. Any restaurant or cafeteria
is going to serve on ceramic. It can
be sanitized easily. Something really
nice about using a material with
a history is its art form. Ceramic
is a major component of craft.
As is woodworking and glass.
L: Could plastic ever have the same
notoriety of glass or ceramic as a
craft material in the eating world?

fine dining. But it never caught on.
D: Plastic doesn’t quite have a
history. It doesn’t have a place…
L: Maybe it wasn’t done right.
D: Plastic will always be known
as temporary. It doesn’t have
permanence. You can’t recycle
ceramic the way you can plastic. Once
a ceramic is broken, it’s broken. It’s
lost its value. Plastic is disposable. It
can be recycled, it’s not necessarily
reusable in a sanitation sense, you
start to taste plastic when you
reuse it especially when you heat it.
When you eat out of a microwaved
Tupperware, there’s a horrible taste,
it’s leaving behind a residue.
L: Is that why you use
glass to eat out of?
D: Yes. It absolutely does not leave
a taste. I feel like when you eat out
of plastic you can always have this
faint taste of something that is not
right. Glass is completely inert.
L: Do you think the sanitary qualities
of glass and ceramic are a big
portion of the eating experience?
D: Think about water bottles and the
BPA fuss, the leaching of chemicals
because they were plastic. You started
seeing all these stainless steel and
glass bottles. All these vessels you
wouldn’t normally use for mobility.
Metal and glass can be heavier
but they can be cleaned easily.
Nothing sticks to glass. Nothing.

D: No.

L: Do you think glass is the
ultimate material for eating?

L: What about melamine dinnerware?
Plastic industry’s way of incorporating this more functional aspect into

D: Yes. But ceramic is coated with
glass. That’s what a glaze is. It’s
silica. The same thing that glass
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is. They are very similar. They’re
equal in their tastelessness.
D: Think about the objects you would
compare it to. The kind of objects
that would be used everyday in the
setting you’re trying to mimic, in
the same mobile eating scenario.
L: The difference with pleinware is
that it’s not Tupperware. It’s not
meant to keep your food until you
eat it. It’s meant to be eaten out of.
Like a, bowl or cup. It’s not meant to
be the storage container. It’s meant
to be the plate and also wearable.
D: It’s a vehicle for
experiencing the meal.
L: Versus the paper bag you’re getting
the scone in. It’s a slight upgrade.
W: Especially if it was something
you were used to carrying with you
always. It’s also a personalized
object that you’ve had over time.
D: Does it have a historical context?
L: Sure. Bee Wilson’s book,
Consider the Fork, she talks
about pre fork, knife and spoon.
We just had one knife.
W: You had your personal knife.
L: It was B.Y.O... (bring your own)
D: B.Y.O.K (bring your own knife).
L: In that sense, I’m bringing the
personal knife back. There’s a trend
in bringing your own stuff, your bags
to the grocery store, your mug to the
coffee shop but bringing your own
eating vessel hasn’t really caught
on. Specialized things that you
have in your cupboards that you’re
attached to, they give ritual and mark
your own dining traditions. I was

thinking pleinware could become
a personal object, and something
you remember to bring with you.
It’s on you and ready to go.
D: It’s like the kid at school that
put french fries in their pocket.
W: Also, think about how people
treat their phones and how did
they treat that knife, that personal
knife back then. We have a weird
reverence for our technology.
L: Both objects are on your person,
they exist with you. What draws me
to tableware are those certain cups
or bowls that you like to touch.
W: Or that are passed down.
L: Somehow it makes the food taste
better. I have a spoon that I eat peanut
butter off of. I like the look of it and
its shape and size gives it the right
mouth feel. For those reasons I’ve
developed a special liking towards it.
D: That’s ceremonial. What about
the history of this sort of dining
experience that you would carry?
Back when you would have a canteen
out of some sort of animal hide
or stomach. Does that have any
historical merit? I’m envisioning a
pouch-oriented object, adorned on
someone traveling a great distance,
on a horse, that’s accessible.
L: I found this boy scout canteen at
an antique mall. It was informative.
I wonder what do you think
about the forms I arrived at?
D: They’re pocket-like. If I envisioned
that I needed to take something to
go, I would think I needed to put
it in a pocket. If the food is open,
I would stick it in my pocket.

W: They are purse-like too. It felt like
I was putting food in my purse, in a
hilarious way. I’ve done it before when
I want to take things back to studio
from an event. It was funny, open
food in a pocket or purse is unusual.
I would feel pretty aware of it.
L: They remind you of clothing?
W: In terms of a purse. The drinking
one, did you imagine everyone using a
straw? People in the beginning weren’t
using them until someone started
and then everyone had a straw.
L: I designed it without but when I
tested it, it was easier to use with a
straw. Which feels like I cheated.
D: That’s not cheating,
straws are great.
L: The lip opening was tricky. It had
to be the perfect size opening to pour
liquid in, to drink out of and to clean.
W: That’s an opportunity to
bring in hybrid materials. A
potential next iteration.
L: Yes, absolutely. My initial thought
was to CNC a cork top but that
would have closed off the function,
making it more work to drink from. I
think it should be open maybe with
a silicone lip without the feeling of
a sports bottle. Overall the concept
was successful and moving forward
I would change the form from
clothing or pockets to recognizable
tableware morphed to the body. The
next iteration will stay in ceramic.

flying used to be a luxury. Also,
the dining experience in trains,
people would dress up.
W: Ah, I want that to come back.
D: It was very much the experience of
dining as you would in a restaurant.
This is exactly what you are talking
about, the same language you are
trying to communicate. Something
that is supposed to be transient,
something that is fleeting. You’re not
actually sitting down in restaurant,
you’re doing it on the go. You’re on a
transatlantic flight or you’re in a cargo
train that happens to have a dining
car. The experience was intentionally
mimicking what you would be having
at home or in a dining setting. It was
intentional that your meal was served
with ceramic, metal and glass. Those
are the materials we have become
accustomed to. You have a lot of
history to be referencing in your idea
of mobile eating using these luxury
materials. It’s not a new concept that
we should be using it on the go.
L: Are there other scenarios you
could think of using pleinware?

The conversation shifts to a
bygone era of mobile eating.

W: It’s different for different settings.
I felt very comfortable in a gallery,
at an opening. I was there to see
art, I wanted to eat too. How do I do
both of those things and talk with
people and go outside and enjoy the
beautiful weather that day? But I
don’t know if I would stop and think
about bringing more reverence to
a meal I need to have on the go.
A meal on the way or at school.

D: Are you familiar with airplane
ware? It’s recent that they switched
to plastic. The experience of

L: But maybe you would. Pleinware
could be used in that scenario,
as a hint to appreciate your
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school eating a little more.
W: There’s a difference between
the communal thing, the art gallery
opening, the dinner party, the
outdoor BBQ and the version of
your personal to-go cup. Are you
also trying to ritualize and formalize
everyday on-the-go meals?
L: Yes. A self-social experience. To
enjoy a meal in the same way you do
with others, only by yourself. There
are times when I enjoy eating by
myself and sometimes I just need
fuel. But if I did that all the time
and ceremony was removed from
the meal, I would miss out on the
ritual of eating, the human part.
D: How often do you find
yourself eating on the go?
L: Almost never. I make a point not
to. If I’m eating on the go it’s because
I’m starving. When I see people eating
in public while walking, I’m reminded
of how acceptable the behavior
has become. When I lived in Italy,
observing their food culture, no one
eats on the go, there are no to-go
coffee cups. Italians drink their coffee
out of ceramic while standing at a bar.
D: It’s very American.
L: It’s very American and it’s
also uncivilized in a way. And so
when I do eat that way I feel like
I’m forgetting being a human.
D: Are you trying to make
mobile eating more formal?
L: In a sense, because I can’t change
the behavior, it’s happening already.
W: Are you making mobile
eating an event in itself?

L: Yes. Use what’s there and work with
it. We’re not Italians, we’re Americans
and we have our own way of doing
things, but there’s not a way of eating
formally on the go. It’s happening
but there’s no tradition for eating
mobile-ly. Through these objects I’m
trying to propose a more ceremonious
McDonald’s-like experience.

something that’s intentionally on
the go. Which is what fast food’s
mimicking. I pack my lunch to go
to work everyday without fail.

there’s no table, but how do you
have a similar experience? What the
table represents is time privilege.

L: Where do you eat your lunch?

D: Right, because fast food would
be our quintessential mobile
eating for American culture.

D: It’s packed in glass containers. I’m
a Michael Pollan follower, devotee,
I read all of his books, I believe in
what he says, that meals should
be in the company of others and
always sitting at a dining table.
But I have a very busy job.

L: That’s what comes with sitting
down to a meal vs. the eating on the
go. When you make a reservation
at a nice place and you experience
it, you have to book a time.

L: Starbucks and McDonald’s are
setting how we eat mobile-ly, they
package it in a way that determines
how it’s eaten. All the cafés and
mom and pops that are doing
the same types of food that you
eat on the go are following their
lead, like clamshells boxes, plastic
bags, all that disposable material.
It doesn’t have to be that way.
D: There’s no sustainable
way of eating on the go.
L: Right. There’s an opportunity
to make eating on the go how you
want it to be. As casual or formal.
Restaurants and at home seem to
be the only places ceramic is used.
Using a ceramic thing on the go can
be special, but in a different way.
W: Right. Well the clamshell too, is
a holdover from when you would be
picking food up in your car in the 50’s
then plating it at home and having it
with your family. Or at least setting it
down on a tabletop surface. Now the
idea that people just eat right from
it on the MBTA (train), the subway,
while walking and then toss it, is
very different than the intention.
D: What about the boxed lunch,

D: At my desk.
L: In the same container
that you packed it?

W: I’m going to send you an article
about that. Even if you go outside
just for a short bit. The article was
about food, and the American view
of food being a way to nourish the
body and the French view being
food is a way to strengthen social
bonds. In France, the writer invited
people over for pizza and to watch
a game, foolishly thinking everyone
would couch it, the French all sat
around the table to eat the pizza.
D: My Italian co worker calls it, “we’re
going to have a civilized lunch.”
W: It’s fun to see that difference
because it speaks to the same
attitude we have about food on the
go being necessity. And no formality,
just there to get something into
our bodies and then we move on.
D: Sustenance.
L: It’s an animal instinct. Very primal
rather than a social activity. The
pizza party in France, they ate around
the table. That’s what’s been my
challenge— in many eating scenarios
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D: It’s a luxury.

W: Also because of how little
people prioritize it, I’m thinking of
the last time I attempted to make
a reservation. It was a frustrating
experience. No one would commit.
L: If you can’t do it for other people,
can you do it for yourself? Give
yourself the time to experience?
I think objects are the physical
markers of taking time to enjoy.
W: I spend Saturdays with tea, it’s
not food, but it’s a ritual. I make
a pot of tea and sit in the living
room with my cat and read.
D: It’s time but also space. Dining
shouldn’t be the ritual you have at
your desk because it’s convenient.
I never get to my lunch before 2:30.
There’s no time to take a break
because there’s a line out my door
with people asking questions. I eat
it on the go. I eat in meetings, I eat
where I can. I don’t necessarily agree
with it. Dining should be a social thing.
W: It’s interesting for the single
person. It’s a different experience
to sit down alone at a table and
enjoy a nice meal. When I have
a leisurely lunch, I’ll read.
L: I’m sure there are people
out there who really do eat for
one without a distraction. I

wonder what that looks like...
D: The American version of mobile
eating is that we’re constantly trying
to multi-task. The reason I eat while
I’m working is because I can do
both. I feel like I’m accomplishing
more than one thing at a time.
L: Multi-task eating could be glorified.
D: I think your project is
truly different. Ceramic
has never been worn.
L: Ceramic has only been thought
of in certain functions. Such as
tableware, toilets and fine art.
D: I wonder when you were asked
before, what if it weren’t ceramic,
what would we eat off of if we weren’t
eating on these very traditional
materials that have been passed
down, cultural references of ceramic
and glass. I think the answer is that
we would eat food off of food. How
you can eat out of a banana leaf. Off of
a food surface, like a stale bread plate.

LAST CALL
My idea of a mealspace beyond the table is now narrower in some ways

moving
within a space

and in other ways broader. There are a bunch of different kinds of eating
that overlap, yet some have quite clear distinctions. Some of the things
I’ve made are for getting from a to b to c. Some are about moving around
within a space, but more than you would at a table. The third kind of
situation is more stationary, but the eating surface is movable. All could
be done alone or with people.
Ultimately what I’m designing for is the ‘spirit’ and ‘imagination’ of
a meal, which can’t really be captured. Designing an experience is
also about memory, how it becomes represented. That memory loops
back into experience. The next time one encounters an artifact with
a resemblance to something previously experienced, this sets up
expectations. The compelling part of experience design is coming up
with ways to represent a fleeting moment; later on, you can sense a

movable
surface

moving from
spaces
a, b, c, ...

bygone space or, in this instance, a mealspace. There’s opportunity
for experience beyond the experience, to capture a flavor or scent and
portray it in digital media. It’s a place to explore. Could you package the
smell or feel of an experience? Maybe there’s a textile from the event
that you touched or interacted with in a different way. The next time you
feel it, in a different context, that experience is evoked.

mealspace diagram
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